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ABSTRACT

The present invention provides method and apparatus for
adapting a relatively high data rate second order serdes
receiver to receive relatively loW data rate serial data, the

receiver having jog realignment by and having means for
receivin the serial data as a lurali

of re eated bits at the
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high dati rate; framing the daltja as frames of repeated bits of
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the same value; examining the bits of the frame for the pres
ence of bits Which are not of the same value; upon detecting
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such a presence that is indicative of a framing error jogging
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the serdes receiver for frame realignment; and supplying to an
output of the serdes receiver one of the bits of said same value
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from each frame at the loW data rate.
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DATA TRANSFER CLOCK RECOVERY FOR
LEGACY SYSTEMS

is determined from current measurements, or second order in
Which previous corrections are taken into account: GB2,473,

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

748B is exemplary ofboth.
[0008] As mentioned above, the SERDES devices Which

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 USC §
119(e)(1) of European Application Number GB 1201580.6,
?led on Jan. 31, 2012.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The present invention relates to clock recovery dur
ing data transfer in electrical systems. Transmitted data is
usually synchronised to a clock signal at a transmitter to
ensure correct timing of the transmitted data and compliance

With speci?cation in terms of jitter, etc. In systems Where the

communicate betWeen or Within equipment are usually simi
lar in nature in that they perform to similar standards and
protocols. HoWever, this may not be the case Where legacy
equipment is involved. NeW equipment may be required to
perform data transfer not only With similar neW equipment
but also With equipment Which operates according to an ear
lier standard. In the ?eld of data transfer, earlier often means
sloWer. For example, it may be desired to interface equipment

designed for 10GBASE Ethernet (10 GHZ clock) With equip
ment designed for 1000BASE Ethernet (1 GHZ clock). For
tunately, this should be achievable since the speci?cation of
10GBASE Ethernet requires that transfer speed extend doWn

clock signal is transmitted alongside the data, extraction of
the data is the straightforward task of examining the data
signal in synchronism With the clock. In systems Where the

to 1 GHZ. HoWever, if it Were desired to connect the same

clock is not so transmitted a replica clock may be recovered

(100 MHZ clock), the situation Would be different since 100
MHZ is outside the range provided for in 10GBASE. Of

from the data itself and used likeWise. For example
1000BASE-X and 10GBASE-KR Ethernet are single Wire
pair systems in Which there is no clock transmission. In many

situations (typically involving high speed, long distance or
signi?cant noise) clock recovery itself is a highly non trivial
task.
[0003] It is neither alWays nor necessarily the case but
single Wire pair data transmission betWeen or Within equip
ment is often performed by a device Which receives data to be
transmitted in parallel from a source, renders it into serial
form and transmits it, typically at higher speed, over the
single Wire pair to a second receiver device Which includes a
clock and data recovery circuit (CDR) to recover a clock
signal so that the noW serial data may be extracted an
expanded back out to parallel form for use at the receiver
location. Typically, both devices are similar so that transmis
sion may occur in either direction. Such devices are often
referred to as SerDes devices and a typical arrangement is

depicted in FIG. 1, Wherein it Will be noted that the receiving
serdes device is shoWn to include CDR circuitry.
[0004] The purpose of the clock recovery circuitry may be
seen as identifying tWo neighbouring transitions (for example

by oversampling the incoming data stream and looking for

tWo adjacent non-matching oversampled values) and placing
a data sampling point mid Way betWeen them to capture a data
value. This is depicted in FIG. 2.
[0005] Of course not every adjacent data pair Will be sub
ject to transition and so the clock recovery circuitry may be

free running to place sample points at equivalent positions
until a next transition occurs. This makes CDR vulnerable to

any jitter that Was present in the original clock to Which the
data Was synchronised. Clearly if that jitter resulted in tran
sitions that Were too close (or far apart), then the sample

points are likely to be consistently too early (or late).
[0006] If jitter is too great, CDR can break doWn com
pletely and steps must be taken to ensure this cannot happen.

To this end, for example, most transmission speci?cations set
an upper limit on jitter With Which a receiver is expected to
cope.

[0007] As SerDes speeds have increased, more and more
complex clock recovery circuits have become available
Which incorporate corrections for various anticipated errors
and di?iculties. Examples are discussed in United Kingdom
Patent Speci?cation GB2,473,748B and numerous others.

Usually CDR is either ?rst order, in Which a next sample point

equipment to legacy equipment conforming to 100BASE-FX
course, the equipments may be physically connected together
Without electrical incompatibility but that does not means that

data transfer is possible, the basic problem is that in the
upstream direction (100BASE-FX to 10GBASE) the CDR
circuitry in the SerDes device is unable to reliably recover a
clock from data at the sloWer data rate.

[0009]

In the doWnstream direction, data transfer Would be

possible if each bit to be transferred from the 10G Serdes Were

simply repeated 10 times at the loWest permitted clock speed,
thereby making the data appear to be clocked at 100 MHZ.
Since these bits Would be synchronised to an internal clock of

the Serdes Which satis?es the jitter requirements of
10GBASE internet, they should be more than accurate
enough for the 100BASE Serdes and doWnstream data trans
fer should Work. The only overhead Would be the repeat

function, Which likely could be accommodated in softWare
con?guring the SERDES.
[0010] In the upstream direction, unfortunately, the same
approach cannot be used straightforwardly. Although at the
upstream serdes the data could be regarded as arriving With
each bit repeated 10 times and thus the problem potentially
solved simply by discarding 9 bits out of each 10, it is in fact
unlikely that the data could be recovered at all. If the sloWer
clock Were subject to 10% jitter, that is a Whole bit time at the

1G clock speed and clearly the upstream SERDES CDR
circuit could not function at all With such ambiguity as the

transition boundaries are entirely overlapping. A prudent
designer Would expect to alloW for 20% deterioration from an

ideal channel due to noise, jitter and inter symbol interfer
ence, so the scale of this problem may thus be appreciated.
[0011] Clearly a hardWare solution at the doWnstream end
is required to adapt the legacy equipment such as a data
resynchroniser to a tightly speci?ed clock or in the extreme a

1000BASE serdes itself Unfortunately such dif?culty and
cost may negate the reasons for retaining the legacy equip
ment in the ?rst place. According the present invention has
been made in the course of realising a different approach of
using resources Within a typical 10G serdes.

[0012]

According to the present invention there is provided

apparatus and method as set forth in the claims.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram ofa SerialiZer/Deserial

iZer (SerDes) device (Prior Art).
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[0014]

FIG. 2 is a timing diagram of clock recovery signals.

(Prior Art)
[0015] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a SerDes arrange
ment according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0016] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a circuit for clock
recovery according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0017] FIG. 5a is an illustration of a transition sequence
With 10 consecutive bits according to an embodiment of the
invention.
[0018] FIG. 5b is a an illustration of Where data is being

sampled too late and the data frame frame has slipped accord
ing to an embodiment of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] The present invention moreover provides method
and apparatus for adapting a relatively high data rate second
order serdes receiver to receive relatively loW data rate serial

data, the receiver having jog realignment and having means
for receiving the serial data as a plurality of repeated bits at the
high data rate; framing the data as frames of repeated bits of
the same value; examining the bits of the frame for the pres
ence of bits Which are not of said same value; upon detecting
such a presence that is indicative of a framing error jogging

said serdes receiver for frame realignment; and supplying to
an output of said serdes receiver one of the bits of said same
value from each frame at said loW data rate. The second order

circuitry of said serdes receiver is used to impose a drift on

said serial data of a magnitude greater than any expected drift
or jitter on said serial data, the imposed drift being corrected
as aforesaid.

[0020] An exemplary serdes arrangement as may bene?t
from an implementation of the present invention is depicted
in FIG. 3. The serialised input data signal is connected to for

example four samplers Which take samples at progressive
later phase points in the input cycle as de?ned by a phase
interpolator. The samples correspond to tWo data samples D1

[0024]

The serdes may be expected to sample signals doWn

to a l G MHZ, so the incoming data at 100 MHZ may be
considered as a repeated bit pattern, 10 repetitions at a time.

The problem is that the data cannot be locked because the
transitions are too far apart and outside the 10G clock recov

ery speci?cation.
[0025]

FIG. 4 shoWs an arrangement Which can alleviate

this problem
[0026] FIG. 5(a) shoWs a transition sequence With 10 con
secutive bits. It Will be observed that the 10 consecutive bit
sequence is correctly framed and therefore bit 5 Will be cor
rectly delivered to the output as a value 1 for the single bit
Which this frame represents at the legacy data rate.

[0027] FIG. 5(b) shoWs an example Where the data is being
sampled too late and the data frame has slipped, so that only
6 bits have the correct value. Since the slippage is to the point
Where compared bits 5 and 8 have different value, the arrange
ment Will institute a jog Which increases the sampling timing
over one cycle. In the present case, this effectively skips one
input bit to stretch the frame by creating an 1 1 bit frame so that
the frame is realigned one bit earlier on the next sampling. It

Will be observed, hoWever that a value of “1” (bit 5) is still
correctly delivered as the output.
[0028] Clearly, if jitter or timing error Were causing slip
page in the opposite sense, an equivalent procedure could be
implemented based on comparison of the higher order bits to
institute an opposite jog to retard sampling.

[0029] Unfortunately, in typical serdes applications only an
advancing jog is implemented. This is because since serdes
circuitry is already operating at high speed, a reduction in
sampling period is unrealistic. Moreover a delaying realign
ment (unlike an advancing realignment) is perfectly feasible
in the receiving equipment and so there is no need for hard
Ware in the serdes itself to provide such a function for the

connected equipment.
[0030]

In this situation the jog arrangement alone cannot be

2.

used for clock recovery as only late framing errors can be
corrected.

[0021] A conventional bang-bang early/ late detector is
used based upon comparing neighbouring samples. The

[0031] In accordance With a further aspect of the present
invention, a number representing a positive drift is loaded into

operation of such an arrangement is Well knoWn and docu

the early/late history register of the serdes receiver, so that the
sampling phase is advanced With respect to that determined

and D2 and tWo transition point samples T1 and T2, as in FIG.

mented for example by Stauffer et al in “High Speed Serdes
Devices andApplications”, Springer, 2008; page 1 l6. Su?ice
to say that the detector serves to advance the sampling phases

by the bit rate. NoW the situation is that the input data Wave
form is alWays sampled early and as a consequence Will

provided by the phase interpolator if the sampling is late and
to retard the sampling phases provided by the phase interpo

ever, this is not a problem, since it is precisely this form of

alWays drift toWard the situation depicted in FIG. 5(b). HoW

lator if the sampling is early. Early/late history is recorded and

timing error Which may be routinely corrected by the jog

may be used pre-emptively to advance or retard the phases if
a long history of either all early or all late has been recorded.
As such, the arrangement constitutes a second order CDR

mechanism described above.

[0032] For example, the l00BASE-FX standard alloWs for
up to 1200 ppm of frequency offset. By loading a suitable

arrangement.

number into the early/late history register, the SerDes Will

[0022] The data samples are captured in order from the tWo
samplers and fed to a symbol assembly unit Where a plurality
of consecutive samples (i.e. output bits) is framed into a
symbol, Word or byte. It is possible that even if the data bits

introduce an offset in the effective sampling of for example
256 ppm, shifting the possible net frequency offset to betWeen
+56 ppm and +456 ppm. This offset being alWays positive, the
absence of an advancing jog function is overcome.
[0033] The choice of Which bit to supply to the output is
essentially arbitrary (since all 10 bits are the same), as is the

have been correctly received, the framing is incorrect. A jog
input to the serdes is provided for the use of doWnstream data

decoding equipment that may advance the framing by one bit
at a time. This effectively moves the bit position of data either
earlier or later in the frame.

[0023] The operation of such a serdes con?gured for fast
(e. g. 10G) reception Will noW be considered for the case
Where it receives data from a legacy (e.g. 100BASE) trans
mitter.

choice of Which bit to use to detect that the drift is causing the
framing error to become severe, and the amount of correction

to apply in terms of the number of bits by Which the advance
the timing When drift is detected. HoWever, in accordance
With the present invention, a comparison of bits that are
separated by about a third of the overall frame length, for
example bits 5 and 8 together With a one bit advance is
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considered advantageous for the 10 bit (single bit in legacy
system) case. An advance of about 1 in 10 is also to advantage.

[0034]

the serialised input data signal input cycle and selecting one
of the samplers to provide a sample output.

If the perceived advance is indeed due to drift, there

6. A method as claimed in claim 5 including effecting said

are many schemes that could be made to Work. HoWever the

realignment by changing the sampler selected to provide said

perceived drift may in fact be jitter Which may disappear or

sample output.

even reverse on a subsequent cycle. Hence is it advantageous

7. A method as claimed in claim 1 including using the
second order circuitry of said serdes receiver to impose a drift
on said serial data of a magnitude greater than any expected

to advance the framing by one bit only; it Would be deleterious
to advance by more in response to jitter. Examining bit 8
alloWs for tWo bits of potential jitter to cause no effect and bit
5 is delivered as the bit most insulated from the effect ofj itter.
Delivery of the bit at about the mid point of a frame is

drift or jitter on said serial data.
8. A method as claimed in claim 7 Wherein said drift is

advantageous.

positive.

What is claimed is:
1. A method of adapting a relatively high data rate second
order serdes receiver to receive relatively loW data rate serial

9. A method as claimed in claim 8 including effecting said
drift by loading a suitable number into an early/late history
register of said serdes receiver.

data, the receiver having jog realignment and including:

10. A method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said step of
examining the bits of the frame for the presence of bits Which

receiving the serial data as a plurality of repeated bits at the

high data rate;
framing the data as frames of repeated bits of the same

value;
examining the bits of the frame for the presence of bits
Which are not of said same value;
upon detecting such a presence that is indicative of a fram

ing error jogging said serdes receiver for frame realign
ment; and
supplying to an output of said serdes receiver one of the bits
of said same value from each frame at said loW data rate.
2. A method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said realign

ment realigns the frame earlier.
3. A method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said realign
ment is by stretching a frame.
4. A method as claimed in claim 3 Wherein said stretch
corresponds to one bit time.
5. A method as claimed in claim 1 including connecting a

serialised input data signal to a plurality of samplers, each

sampler taking a sample at progressively later phase points in

are not of said same value includes comparing bits that are

separated by about a third of the overall frame length.
11. A method as claimed in claim 10 Wherein the frame

length is 10 and bits 5 and 8 are compared.
12. A method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said realign
ment corresponds to about one tenth of the frame length.
13. A method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said realign
ment is one bit per frame.

14. A method as claimed in claim 13 Wherein the frame

length is 10.
15. A method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said step of
supplying to an output of said serdes receiver one of the bits
of said same value includes supplying a bit at substantially the
midpoint of a frame.
16. A method as claimed in claim 15 Wherein the frame

length is 10 and including the step of supplying bit 5.
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